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Does Stress Testing Affect Banks’ Risk Taking?
Current implementation of stress tests
higher capital requirements (quantitative exercise) → measurable
additional scrutiny (qualitative, opaque) → difficult to measure (“blackbox”)
Stress tests reduce bank risk taking, but...
To identify the “direct effect” of stress test supervision (Pierret and Steri, 2019)
→ need to acknowledge the relevance of the capital structure channel for banks
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This Paper Opens the “Blackbox” of Supervision
Open the “Blackbox” of Stress Test Supervision
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where x1, x2, x3, … capture the "intensity of the scrutiny" applied
in the qualitative component of the stress test

EU-wide stress tests:
Quantitative component: stress test projections and bank-specific capital
requirements
Qualitative component: qualitative assurance (QA) process
Opening the “Supervision Blackbox” requires supervisory data on the QA
process
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Methodology: Diff-in-diff Around 2016 Stress Test
Dependent variable (risk taking) : Riskbt =
“risk-weight density” (RWD)
Riskbt

RWAbt
Assetsbt ,

denoted in the paper

= αb + αt + αct + β1 Postt × Testedb
+γ2 Capreqbt + γ3 CET 1Rbt−1 + β20 Xb,t−1 + εbt

where
Postt = 1 if t = 2017, and Postt = 0 if t = 2015 (year 2016 excluded)
Testedb = 1 if bank participated in the 2016 stress test
Treatment group: 63 SSM Significant Institutions (SIs)
Control group: 69 Less Significant Institutions (LSIs)
Capreqbt includes bank-specific Pillar 1 and 2 capital requirements &
macroprudential capital buffers
CET 1Rbt bank’s actual CET1 capital over RWA ratio (CET1 ratio)
αb , αt , αct are bank, time and country×time FE, Xb,t includes bank size
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Main Result: Diff-in-diff Around 2016 Stress Test
Treated banks reduced their average RWD by about 4.2 p.p. relative to control
banks.
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Methodology: Opening the “Blackbox”
Dependent variable (risk taking) : Riskbf =
“risk-weight density” (RWD)
Riskbt

RWAbt
Assetsbt ,

denoted in the paper

= αb + αt + αct + β1 Postt × Testedb
+β3 Postt × Testedb × QAdim
b
+γ2 Capreqbt + γ3 CET 1Rbt−1 + β20 Xb,t−1 + εbt

where
QAdim
is a “measure of the intensity of the scrutiny applied in the QA
b
process of the 2016 stress test”
dim = {intensity , effectiveness, duration}
intensity: log(number of credit risk flags triggered during the QA)
effectiveness: sum of potential impacts on banks’ CET1 ratio depletion
from credit risk flags
duration: number of cycles for which a bank was communicated risk
flags
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Main Result: Opening the “Blackbox”
QA Intensity matters most: 5.6 p.p. RWD reduction for banks that receive more
“risk flags” during the QA process.

p < 0.01

p < 0.05

p < 0.1
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Comments

This paper opens the “blackbox” of stress test supervision
Riskbt

= αb + αt + αct + β1 Postt × Testedb
+β3 Postt × Testedb × QAdim
b
+γ2 Capreqbt + γ3 CET 1Rbt−1 + β20 Xb,t−1 + εbt

Comment 1: Measuring Risk Taking (Riskbt )
Comment 2: Capital Requirements (Capreqbt ) vs. Supervision (QAdim
b )
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Comment 1: Measuring Risk Taking
Outcome variable (risk taking): “risk-weight density” for credit risk exposures
(RWD)
RWDbt =
1

Risk − Weighted Exposurebt
Total Exposurebt

Not a measure of Risk
regulatory arbitrage (Acharya et al., 2013, Acharya and Steffen, 2015)
risk weight manipulation by banks (Behn et al., 2016; Plosser and Santos,
2018; Mariathasan and Merrouche, 2014; Begley et al., 2017)
negative correlation with market measures of risk (Acharya et al., 2014)

→ Capreqbt ∗ RWDbt is a measure of the capital requirement for the average
exposure of the bank (cost of funding the average exposure)
2

Not a measure of Risk Taking
confusion between ex-ante and ex-post risk
→ risk taking refers to new positions (new investments), and information
available to the banker when she makes her investment decision (ex-ante
measure of risk)

3

Instead: reduce RWA as mitigating action following stress test results
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Comment 2a: Capital Requirements from Stress Tests
Capital requirements:
hhhh relevant
( channel explaining banks’ risk-taking
((
(
(
h
(
incentives ((
Modigliani
−
Miller
h
(
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(
h)
More risk taking: profit-maximizing banks could rationally respond to a
higher cost of funding by increasing the expected profitability of their
portfolios by investing in riskier assets (Koehn and Santomero, 1980; Kim and
Santomero, 1988; Rochet, 1992; Baker and Wurgler, 2015; Gale, 2017)

Less risk taking: shareholders’ skin in the game (Cooper and Ross, 2002;
Admati, DeMarzo, Hellwig, and Pfleiderer, 2013)

Non-monotonicity: Bahaj and Malherbe (2018), Harris, Opp and Opp (2017)

Literature is on the effective capital constraint banks face
Stress tests increase the effective capital requirement of a bank
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Comment 2a: Stress Tests Increase the Effective Capital
Requirement

11.7% → 4.9% = 60% decline
5.0% requirement → 11.9% effective
16.9% → 9.9% = 59% decline
8% requirement → 13.7% effective

Source: Discussion of “Stressed Banks” by Daniel Green, 2018 Federal Reserve Stress Testing Research Conference
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Comment 2b: Capital Requirements vs. Supervision
Capital Requirements (Capreqbt ) vs. Supervision (QAdim
b = {x1 , x2 , x3 })
Open the “Blackbox” of Stress Test Supervision
Stress Tests
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where x1, x2, x3, … capture the "intensity of the scrutiny" applied
in the qualitative component of the stress test
but x2 (effectiveness): “sum of potential impacts on banks' CET1
ratio depletion from credit risk flags”
à Increase the effective capital requirement
“Pillar 2 capital guidance ... determines an adequate level of capital to be maintained ... to
withstand stressed situations that supervision expects banks to comply with (ECB, 2016).”
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Additional Comments

Need for the Postt × Testedb interaction in Postt × Testedb × QAdim
b ?
what is QAdim
for the control group, for the pre-treatment period?
b
do we expected treated banks to react differently to QAdim
b ?
Anticipation effect: stress test announced in July 2015, in the pre-treatment
period
Bad control problem for capital requirement?
If capital requirement affected by the “shock” (stress test), then need
to interact with Postt × Testedb , Postt , and Testedb
banks respond differently to increases in their capital requirements if
they are tested or not (“different capital requirement regime”).
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Summary

This paper opens the “blackbox” of stress test supervision

Comment 1: Measuring Risk Taking

Comment 2: Capital Requirements vs. Supervision
stress tests increase banks’ effective capital requirement
hhhh (((
(
h−hMiller
important channel determining risk-taking incentives ((
Modigliani
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controlling for the capital structure channel: allows to identify a “direct
effect” of supervision (not affecting the level of the effective capital
requirement, but affecting risk taking)
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